
Concentration Section  Rubric       (Concept phase)

Requirement: 10 concepts written; 2 sketches or 1 sketch/1 rough sketch/Start of final

  Name: Emily  Cincebeaux   Date: 10/6/09

___100:      The concept engages the viewer. The work shows a unique and original idea that uses creative 
visual strategies. The individual artistic style of the student is clearly presented and understood. 
The artwork shows intensive risk-taking that has led to mastery of technical skill beyond stan-
dard strategies and skill levels. Both form and content are fully utilized to explore and develop 
the essential concept.

___90:    The concept is very good and there is evidence of thought in the work. An interesting theme has 
been investigated and pursued in the work.

___80:   Manipulation of the concept/idea is evident. Some growth and discovery are evident.

___70:    Insufficient sense of investigation and problems appear to be unsuccessfully resolved  in the 
artwork. Simplistic in addressing solutions to artistic challenges and problems. The idea has not 
evolved or emerged as an independent study. The students unique voice is not expressed.

 68 60:    Shows very little, if any, evidence of artistic decision making. Short in addressing solutions to 
artistic problems.

Comment:    After our meeting in regards to the beginning stage for the concentration section, I feel  
your ideas are strong and can be very effective, however, no evidence of growth or visual data  
to support the potential of this series is visible. The requirements for this meeting was to have  
2 sketches (close to final) or 1 final sketch/1 rough sketch + the start of one of your final concentration 
pieces. I feel you haven’t put in enough time during class to have something tangible for me to grade 
accordingly. I know you’ve worked on small sketches in your sketchbook that have characteristics 
or some of your still life pieces but considering the time between our last discussion and now, there 
isn’t enough work for review. Talent and skills are definitely advanced but your focus and staying 
the course is where I’m concerned. On Monday you were to bring in 5 concepts shot digitally so we 
could review and select the first piece to get started. You didn’t bring those in. Instead you brought in 
what I felt were backups and not for artistic reasons but reasons of convenience. These were and are 
not strong enough and they do not exhibit any elements of your direction for this section. I feel we 
need to revaluate if this is the course for you and that you are able to handle the demand in work. If 
you are then I need to see some growth and fast.

Criteria until next meeting 10/12:

-5 concepts digitally shot for selection by next week.

-Stay Focused and spend more time on actual pieces.

-Mid October; critique from Mr. Jaeger and/or visiting artist.

-End of October 4 final concentration pieces done (close to final)


